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ACROSS
1. Chew persistently
5. Foundation
10. "Too bad," to a bard
14. Go up
15. "Me too," subjectively
16. Crazy
17. Does something
18. Take hold of
19. Dentist's request
20. Picture of that lying, cheating ex?
23. That woman
24. Put on, as clothes
25. Florally-named fraternity founded by Freemasons
29. Like sixties London
30. Confined, with "up"
32. Copywriters' creations
33. Behave like a helicopter parent?
38. What a well-connected person may have
39. Alternative to "com" and "edu"
40. Away from the wind
41. Somebody that nobody on stage ever wants to thank?
46. Member of Congr., e.g.
47. Heedless
48. Slangy negative
49. "___ Mater": Marian hymn
51. Rascal
52. Agcy. for undersized entrepreneurial enterprises
55. "I've had enough of these stupid puzzles!"??? (Var.)
59. Staring
62. Spanish queen
63. Big poem
64. Spiritual advisor
65. Moving
66. Fancy hired car, briefly
67. Augur's resource
68. Sibling's daughter
69. Final

DOWN
1. Visual representation of quantitative data
2. Architectural recess
3. Furrier John Jacob
4. Toward the setting sun
5. Enormous fuss
6. Moses' brother
7. Mattress supporter
8. "This ___ sudden!"
9. Handler of high notes
10. Word accompanying lei distribution
11. Cut off
12. Often valuable card
13. Male child
21. Smell
22. Video monitoring system, briefly
26. Musician Bley or Bruni
27. Doesn't do anything
28. So far
29. Restaurant hand-out
30. Australian city
31. Therefore: Lat.
33. Fasteners
34. Like a stove turned up all the way
35. Quarter of a string quartet
36. "Parlez-___ français"?
37. Apiece
42. Cafeteria convenience
43. Common cereal ingredient
44. Not informed
45. "Look at what I just did!"
50. Rifle with small shot
51. One skeptical of high claims
52. Old photo color
53. Edges
54. Fancy tie
56. "Oh ___ do!" (response to "Oh no you don't!")
57. Behave like a bad dog
58. Narrate
59. In the past
60. Flavored rubbery substance
61. Mine product